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ABSTRACT

2



Quantitative precipitation estimate (QPE) exceeedances of numerous dif-

ferent heavy precipitation thresholds—including spatially varying average

recurrence interval (ARI) and flash flood guidance (FFG) thresholds—are

compared amongst each other and against reported and warned flash floods

to quantify existing deficiencies with QPEs and identify best practices for

using QPE for flash flood forecasting and analysis. QPEs from three dif-

ferent sources—NCEP Stage IV Precipitation Analysis (ST4), Climatology

Calibrated Precipitation Analysis (CCPA), and Multi-Radar Multi-Sensor

(MRMS) QPE—are evaluated across the United States from January 2015–

June 2017. In addition to evaluating different QPE sources, threshold types,

and magnitudes, QPE accumulation interval lengths from hourly to daily are

considered. Systematic errors with QPE sources are identified, including a

radar distance dependence on extreme rainfall frequency in MRMS, spuri-

ous occurrences of locally extreme precipitation in the complex terrain of the

West in ST4, and insufficient QPEs for many legitimate heavy precipitation

events in CCPA. Overall, flash flood warnings and reports corresponded to

each other far more than any QPE exceedances. Correspondence between all

sources was maximum in the East and worst in the West, with ST4, CCPA,

and MRMS QPE exceedances locally yielding maximal correspondence re-

spectively in the East, Plains, and West. Surprisingly, using a fixed 2.5 in. 24

hr.−1 proxy outperformed shorter accumulation exceedances and the use of

ARIs and FFGs. On regional scales, different ARI exceedances achieved su-

perior performance to the selection of any fixed threshold; FFG exceedances

were consistently too rare to achieve optimal correspondence with observed

flash flooding.
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1. Introduction32

Flash flooding is both a highly complex and immensely important forecast problem, being one33

of the the leading causes of weather-related fatalities over the past several decades in addition34

to causing billions of dollars in economic damages in the annual mean (e.g. NWS 2017b). Part35

of the complexity compared with other weather hazards derives from the addition of hydrologic36

considerations alongside the purely meteorological ones. Antecedent soil conditions and the cur-37

rent levels of rivers and streams have a considerable influence on the proportion of rainfall that38

becomes surface runoff (e.g. Wood 1976; Castillo et al. 2003; Brocca et al. 2008). Land type and39

land use can also play a critical role (e.g. Ogden et al. 2000; Hapuarachchi et al. 2011), spanning40

the gamut from extremely absorbent sands to pavement, which can effectively saturate with very41

little rainfall. Urban effects such as pavement curvature and storm drain networks can also affect42

whether a flash flood is observed (e.g. Smith et al. 2005; Meierdiercks et al. 2010; Wolff 2013).43

Particularly in areas of complex terrain, the hydrologic response may also be highly sensitive to the44

precise spatiotemporal distribution of the precipitation; slight spatial displacements or differences45

in storm intensity may change whether a flash flood is observed. (e.g. Yatheendradas et al. 2008;46

Versini et al. 2010). Beyond the challenges from the hydrologic perspective, meteorologically, a47

complex combination of ingredients must come together to generate and sustain rainfall rates suf-48

ficient to produce flash flooding (e.g. Doswell et al. 1996; Davis 2001; Schumacher 2017). Flash-49

flood producing precipitation, which predominantly originates from warm-season moist convec-50

tion over most of the contiguous United States (CONUS; e.g. Schumacher and Johnson 2005,51

2006; Stevenson and Schumacher 2014; Herman and Schumacher 2016), is consequently one of52

the most challenging and poorly forecasted sensible weather elements in contemporary numerical53

weather prediction (NWP; e.g. Fritsch and Carbone 2004; Novak et al. 2014).54
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Further exacerbating the flash flood forecast problem is the considerable difficulty in verifying55

flash flood events (e.g. Welles et al. 2007; Gourley et al. 2012; Barthold et al. 2015), an essential56

component to forecasting any phenomenon. There is no observation source with sufficient accu-57

racy and density to determine whether a flash flood has occurred at every location across CONUS58

(e.g. Gourley et al. 2012, 2013; Barthold et al. 2015). Stream gauge measurements are useful, but59

they inherently cannot capture urban and other types of flash floods and are much too sparse even60

on streams and rivers to provide adequate spatial resolution (e.g. Gourley et al. 2013). Flash flood61

reports (FFRs) from human observations are subject to population bias, with report databases often62

missing transient floods in very rural areas or at night (e.g. Pielke et al. 2002), and also to vary-63

ing reporting and report encoding practices in different regions of the United States (e.g. Ashley64

and Ashley 2008; Calianno et al. 2013). Flash flood warnings (FFWs) have similar inconsisten-65

cies associated with differing warning philosophies across weather forecast offices (WFOs; e.g.66

Barthold et al. 2015; Marjerison et al. 2016; Schroeder et al. 2016), different proclivities to warn67

rural areas (e.g. Marjerison et al. 2016), and the fact that they correspond to anticipated—rather68

than observed—impacts.69

Nevertheless, because of the societal threat posed by excessive rainfall and flash flooding, there70

is immense utility in having accurate flood and flash flood analyses and forecasts. Given the sensi-71

tivities and complications associated with calculating the hydrologic response to precipitation and72

the importance and urgency of disseminating updated flash flood information, it is often attractive73

in operational flash flood analysis and very near-term forecasting to simplify the problem down to74

a matter of only QPE. In this simplified framework, the question becomes: is the precipitation a75

given location has received or is receiving over some duration, as estimated by the QPE, sufficient76

to induce a flash flood? This essentially amounts to a binary exceedance question of whether the77

QPE over time T is in excess of some unknown threshold ΘT above which flash flooding will occur78
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and below which it will not. Even in this simplified framework, there are many challenges, which79

can be classified into two broad areas: 1) the discrepancy between true precipitation and QPE, and80

2) the determination of T and ΘT . On the former class of complications, current QPEs struggle81

with accurately quantifying extreme precipitation amounts (e.g. AghaKouchak et al. 2011; Hou82

et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2016). Gauge observations have insufficient spatial resolution and den-83

sity, while radar observation accuracy suffers from coarse and range-dependent vertical resolution,84

as well as having only indirect measurements of precipitation rate. Resultantly, QPE products are85

inherently too coarse to adequately capture local maxima corresponding to flash flooding. Even86

the highest-resolution products have substantial deficiencies (e.g. Nelson et al. 2016), which are87

also examined in this study.88

Optimal threshold and interval determination is a complex, multi-layered challenge as well. One89

approach that attempts to do just this is the Flash Flood Guidance (FFG) product issued routinely90

by NWS River Forecast Centers (RFCs; Sweeney 1992). Based on the antecedent conditions and91

characteristics of the basin, dynamic estimates of ΘT are issued on a subdaily basis for T = 1, 3, and92

6 hours. However, these are not a panacea; because CONUS is so hydrometeorologically diverse93

and there is no agreed single best methodology to compute these thresholds, different RFCs ap-94

ply different methodologies to calculate FFG thresholds (e.g. Sweeney 1992; Ntelekos et al. 2006;95

Schmidt et al. 2007; Villarini et al. 2010; Clark et al. 2014), which can often produce highly differ-96

ent estimates and large nonphysical discontinuities across RFC boundaries (e.g. Clark et al. 2014;97

Barthold et al. 2015). Other approaches simplify the ΘT estimation question and avoid these non-98

physical political discrepancies by considering QPE exceedances of static thresholds, themselves99

derived across CONUS in a consistent manner. In particular, a fixed threshold (e.g. 2 in. hr.−1)100

can be used as a proxy for flash flooding, as has been used in numerous previous studies (e.g.101

Brooks and Stensrud 2000; Hitchens et al. 2013; Novak et al. 2014). Exceedances of thresholds102
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defined relative to the local precipitation climatology, such as average recurrence intervals (ARIs)103

can serve as ΘT estimates as well. An ARI defines a fixed frequency relative to the hydromete-104

orological climatology of the region; in particular, it corresponds to the expected duration, given105

the local climatology, between exceedances of a given threshold. For example, the 1-year ARI106

for 24-hour precipitation accumulations describes the accumulation amount for which one would107

expect the mean duration between exceedances of said amount to be one year. Past research has108

shown that a fixed-frequency ARI-based framework can have better correspondence with heavy109

precipitation impacts than the use of any fixed threshold across the hydrometeorologically diverse110

regions of CONUS (e.g. Reed et al. 2007).111

There are two primary objectives for this study. First, it seeks to evaluate the characteristics,112

deficiencies, and differences for existing QPE products and other tools and frameworks used in113

flash flood forecasting and analysis. Second, comparative evaluation of correspondence between114

QPE threshold exceedances and flash flood observations is performed to ascertain the merits of115

different QPE sources and the most effective ways to use QPE information for flash flood analysis116

and forecasting on both regional and national scales. Improved understanding of these properties117

can lead to more effective use of existing information in the short term, and identify revisions that118

may be adopted to existing products and algorithms to remove these undesirable properties in the119

longer term, resulting in more useful products for flash flood forecasting and analysis across a120

range of time and spatial scales. This study investigates issues surrounding these two important121

classes of challenges by first examining the climatological characteristics of heavy precipitation122

in several popular QPE sources. The issue of threshold quantification and application in flash123

flood analysis and forecasting is investigated with extensive comparison between different QPE124

threshold exceedances and flash flood observations. Section 2 describes the numerous datasets125

used in the study, and Section 3 describes the analysis methods employed therefrom. Section 4126
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presents characteristics of the various QPE threshold exceedances and other sources employed in127

this study, and Section 5 assesses the correspondence between QPE exceedances and flash flood128

observations on regional and national scales. Section 6 summarizes the findings, describes the129

most important implications, and provides suggestions for future work. A number of acronyms130

are used in this study; to relieve memory burden, the reader is invited to consult Appendix A for a131

complete listing of acronyms used.132

2. Datasets133

Flash flood reports (FFRs) in this study come from NWS local storm reports (LSRs) so en-134

coded as flash floods. Archived LSRs are obtained from Iowa State University’s Iowa Envi-135

ronmental Mesonet (IEM) Geographic Information System (GIS) archive (available online at136

https://mesonet.agron.iastate.edu/request/gis/). NWS flash flood warnings (FFWs) were also ob-137

tained from the IEM GIS archive. FFWs have been storm-based rather than county-based since138

2008 (e.g. Waters et al. 2005; Ferree et al. 2006). Both warning type and report encoding are con-139

ducted for a given county warning area (CWA) by a governing WFO. Alternative report encoding140

options include “flood” and “heavy rain”, while alternate weather warning and advisory options141

include flood warnings, flood advisories, and areal and small stream flood advisories. Practices on142

warning type, report encoding, and proclivity to issue warnings at all vary based on local WFO143

philosophy and practices (e.g. Barthold et al. 2015; Nielsen et al. 2015). Both FFRs and FFWs are144

available with temporal resolution to the minute.145

There are several different gridded QPE sources currently in use in operational analysis and146

forecasting. Three leading sources are the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)147

Stage IV Precipitation Analysis product (ST4; Lin and Mitchell 2005), the Climatology-Calibrated148

Precipitation Analysis (CCPA; Hou et al. 2014), and the Multi-Radar Multi-Sensor QPE product149
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(MRMS; Zhang et al. 2016). ST4 provides QPEs across CONUS on a ∼4 km grid for 1-, 6-, and150

24-hour accumulations centered about 1200 UTC–1200 UTC meteorological days. It uses both151

rain gauge observations and radar-derived rainfall estimates to generate an analysis, and is further152

quality controlled via RFCs, particularly for 6- and 24-hour QPEs, to remove stray radar artifacts153

and other spurious anomalies (Lin and Mitchell 2005). ST4 products are generated by each RFC,154

and each center applies somewhat different treatments in generating the products. Most impor-155

tantly, 1-hr QPE is not in general provided by the Northwest RFC, and has not been routinely156

generated by the California Nevada RFC since early 2016. When provided, 1-hr QPEs in this157

region are generally a simple disaggregation of 6-hr QPE into 1-hr intervals. CCPA is derived158

from two QPE sources, the ST4 QPE and Climate Prediction Center’s unified global daily gauge159

analysis. In particular, due to more rigorous and uniform quality control, the CPC-based QPE160

product is thought to have more accurate estimates than ST4, but has lower spatial and temporal161

resolution, at 1/8◦ and 24-hours, respectively. A linear regression technique is applied to upscaled162

and aggregated 6-hour ST4 QPE to correct its distribution towards the more robust CPC-based163

estimates, and then downscaled back to the native resolution to derive more accurate estimates164

while maintaining the spatiotemporal resolution of ST4. However, due to the limitations of lin-165

ear regression, extremes not in the original ST4 cannot be introduced in the calibration process166

employed in CCPA, and extremes in ST4 are inherently regressed to some extent towards more167

typical values in the local precipitation climatology (Hou et al. 2014). Both ST4 and CCPA have168

up to a full day of latency in generation and publication of the QPE products. Lastly, MRMS,169

which became operational in September 2014, employs approximately 180 operational radars to170

create CONUS-wide radar mosaics every two minutes on a 1-km grid. In conjunction with gauge,171

satellite, and other environmental data, these radar mosaics are used to create CONUS-wide QPE172

at very high spatial and temporal resolution (Zhang et al. 2016). An initial radar only product173
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is produced with 2 minute latency. The MRMS QPE used in this study has an additional gauge174

correction step, whereby gauges are ingested and undergo quality control, after which they are175

compared against the collocated radar-only estimates—incorporating aspects such as gauge net-176

work density and distance from estimate location—to develop a bias grid that is subtracted from177

the radar-only estimates. This gauge-corrected MRMS QPE has approximately 1 hour of latency,178

still much less than ST4 and CCPA (Zhang et al. 2016), leading to more operational applicability179

in operational forecast settings. In this study, we compare how the high precipitation tail of each180

of these QPE sources compare with each other and with FFRs.181

In addition to each of these QPE sources, two other factors are considered as well: accumula-182

tion interval (AI) length, and threshold source. Regarding AIs, threshold exceedances for 1-hour,183

3-hour, 6-hour, and 24-hour QPEs are considered as flash flood proxies. All of these AIs are con-184

sidered for ST4 and MRMS QPEs; only 6- and 24-hour QPEs are available from CCPA. Three185

different sources for flash flood thresholds are considered as well: 1) a fixed threshold (FT) across186

CONUS, 2) exceedances of ARI thresholds, and 3) exceedances of FFG. Each of these methods187

is explained further below; FT and ARI exceedances are available for all AIs, while FFG ex-188

ceedances are available for 1-, 3-, and 6-hour accumulations. A full summary of the threshold189

exceedance comparisons made for each QPE source is provided in Table 1 for reference.190

FT grids are extraordinarily simple, as they are constant across CONUS. A variety of differ-191

ent thresholds are considered to assess the relationship between precipitation severity and flash192

flooding. Applying more stringent thresholds will result in fewer false alarms but more misses,193

while more lenient thresholds will induce the opposite result; it is expected that an optimal bal-194

ance exists between these extremes. Of course, precipitation sufficient to produce flash flooding195

when falling within an hour likely will not produce flash flooding when distributed across a longer196
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period. Therefore, the exact thresholds considered must necessarily depend on the AI; the full set197

of thresholds evaluated are indicated in Table 2.198

The ARI thresholds are generated using very similar methodology to Herman and Schumacher199

(2016), where CONUS-wide thresholds are produced by stitching thresholds from several sources.200

NOAA’s Atlas 14 thresholds (Bonnin et al. 2004, 2006; Perica et al. 2011, 2013, 2015), an update201

from older work and currently under development, are used wherever they were available at the202

time this research began. For five northwestern states—Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, and203

Wyoming—updated thresholds are not available, and derived Atlas 2 threshold estimates are used204

instead (Miller et al. 1973; Herman and Schumacher 2016). In Texas, which currently has Atlas205

14 threshold estimate updates in progress but no finalized thresholds available, Technical Paper 40206

(TP-40; Hershfield 1961) estimates are used. Everywhere else uses the Atlas 14 ARI threshold207

estimates. All of these threshold estimates are based on many decades of gauge data based on the208

availability and density of historical data in the region. While sophisticated spatial statistics are209

applied to derive the estimates and downscale to ungauged locations, particularly in the case of210

Atlas 14 (e.g. Bonnin et al. 2004; Perica et al. 2011), it is possible that undersampling from use of211

exclusively gauges can result in uncertain or erroneous estimates, particularly in historically rural212

areas, in areas of complex terrain, and areas without updated thresholds. Threshold uncertainty is213

quantified in Atlas 14, and increases with increasing ARI; this study uses only the best estimate214

values provided for the 1-, 2-, 5-, 10-, 25-, 50-, and 100-year ARI thresholds for each different215

AI. Atlas 14 provides estimates for each of these AIs. TP-40 provides estimates for each of these216

ARIs, but only for 6- and 24-hour AIs. Furthermore, NOAA Atlas 2 has available in digitized217

form only 6- and 24-hour ARI thresholds for the 2- and 100-year ARIs. Herman and Schumacher218

(2016) derived thresholds for those AIs for the other ARIs. For Texas, Washington, Oregon, Idaho,219

Montana, and Wyoming, 1-hour and 3-hour threshold estimates are thus not natively available, and220
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had to be derived. This was accomplished using the methodology described in Appendix B, and221

stitched with the Atlas 14 estimates to produce the CONUS-wide threshold grids of Figure 1 (see222

also Fig. S1 in online supplement). The grids present a stark contrast to the spatially uniform223

FT grids, with values spanning near an order of magnitude across CONUS. Climatologically drier224

areas such as the Intermountain West have lower thresholds, while wetter regions such as the Gulf225

Coast have higher thresholds. As expected, thresholds are lowest for the the smallest AIs and ARIs226

and become larger with increasing duration and rarity. However, the extent of change as a function227

of AI in particular is not spatially uniform, and instead reflects the climatological characteristics228

of the types of precipitation systems associated with locally extreme precipitation in the given229

region. This is seen to some extent when comparing the left and right columns of Figure 1, but230

especially when comparing those of Figure 1 with those of S1. For example, while thresholds for231

the 24-hour AI are comparable between the Gulf Coast and Pacific coastal mountains (Fig. S1),232

the former region has much higher thresholds at the 1-hour AI (e.g. ∼125 mm vs. ∼45 mm for the233

100-year ARI in Fig. 1m). Further, locations much farther north and more distant from an ocean,234

such as over Iowa and Minnesota, have appreciably lower thresholds than the Pacific mountains for235

24-hour accumulations, but are also much higher for 1-hour AIs. Over the Pacific Coast, extreme236

precipitation events are typically associated with long duration atmospheric river events, which237

can produce moderate to heavy rain for an extended duration (e.g. Rutz et al. 2014; Herman and238

Schumacher 2016). In contrast, over the Southeast and Great Plains, most extreme precipitation239

is associated with smaller-scale convective systems, which can produce higher rain rates than240

their West Coast counterparts, but last for a shorter duration at any given point (e.g. Herman241

and Schumacher 2016). The Gulf Coast region sustains high thresholds across the spectrum of242

AIs; at shorter AIs, this is predominantly associated with small-scale convective storms, while243
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high thresholds at longer durations are predominantly supported by tropical cyclone rainfall (e.g.244

Kunkel et al. 2012).245

FFG estimates the average precipitation amount required over an area in a prescribed amount246

of time to initiate flooding of small streams in that area (Sweeney 1992). FFG is calculated in-247

dividually by each RFC, with each office maintaining independent code and algorithms for FFG248

calculation (Sweeney 1992; Barthold et al. 2015). RFC-generated FFG may be assembled to form249

a national grid covering all of CONUS, with the exception of Washington and Oregon west of the250

Cascades; the Northwest RFC does not calculate FFG for this small region of CONUS. FFG values251

are based on threshold-runoff calculations, which specify the minimum amount of runoff (not pre-252

cipitation) into a stream or basin over a prescribed 1-, 3-, or 6-hour duration necessary to produce253

bank-full conditions (Sweeney 1992; Ntelekos et al. 2006). This is done offline for thousands of254

small basins and is independent of present conditions. These basin-specific threshold-runoff calcu-255

lations are interpolated onto a∼4 km grid to provide a unified analysis. A hydrologic model, such256

as the Sacramento Soil Moisture Accounting Model (e.g. Carpenter et al. 1999) or Antecedent257

Precipitation Index models (e.g. Brocca et al. 2008), are then used in conjunction with current258

conditions to relate rainfall amounts to runoff amounts. The minimum rainfall to yield a runoff in259

the hydrologic model in excess of the gridded threshold-runoff values then constitute the gridded260

FFG values (Ntelekos et al. 2006).261

Unlike ARI thresholds, FFG thresholds vary dynamically based on the antecedent conditions.262

While this makes it impossible to plot a single static plot depicting the FFG thresholds across the263

entire period of record, the distribution of issued values can be considered. The median FFGs264

across the period of record (Fig. 2a–c) vary in a similar fashion to the tail of the precipitation265

climatologies as quantified by the ARI thresholds (Fig. 1), with very low values over the Inter-266

mountain West increasing progressively to very high values over the Gulf Coast and particularly267
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Florida. However, while ARI thresholds reflect only the precipitation climatology and do not di-268

rectly address the hydrologic component of flash flooding, FFG does account for these factors.269

This can result in large gradients in FFG climatologies in regions of rapid change in soil type or270

land use; one prominent example is in the Nebraska Sand Hills (e.g. Fig. 2a,b). Also evident is271

the large spatial discontinuities that occur even in the median across RFC boundaries. One glar-272

ing example in the 6-hour median FFG (Fig. 2c) is the border between the Northwest RFC and273

California-Nevada RFC near the southern borders of Oregon and Idaho. The same general findings274

exist on the high-risk tail of the FFG climatology, as evidenced by the tenth percentile FFGs (Fig.275

2g–i). In general the difference between the fiftieth and tenth percentiles over the western RFC do-276

mains (cf. Fig. 2b,h) is small, while thresholds for the tenth percentile are appreciably—although277

not uniformly—lower across central and eastern CONUS. In particular, the Middle Atlantic RFC278

appears to be more responsive to antecedent conditions than its neighbors, resulting in locally279

lower thresholds in their domain and large spatial discontinuities in the tenth percentile FFGs at280

their RFC boundaries; this is especially pronounced for 1-hour FFG (Fig. 2g).281

Both ARI and FFG exhibit strong and clearly apparent contrasts with FT methodology, but are282

quite different from each other as well. Median FFGs are, according to ARI thresholds (Figs.283

2d–f), most commonly exceeded over the Great Plains and Mississippi Valley regions. There, ARI284

equivalents for median FFGs can be as low as 1-year in Iowa for 3-hour FFGs (Fig. 2e), and285

are between 2 and 5 years across most of the region. In contrast, median FFGs near and along286

the Atlantic Coast are generally appreciably higher, with values of 10–25 years. Higher still are287

typical thresholds in the West, with ARI equivalents mostly ranging from 25 to over 100 years.288

In the West, large differences in ARI equivalence are found depending on the AI used. In the289

northern Intermountain West, including Idaho, equivalent ARIs to the median 6-hour FFGs (Fig.290

2f) are only 2–5 years, while being mostly 10–25 years in those same areas for 1-hour FFGs (Fig.291
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2d). The opposite, and even stronger, contrast is seen in the Arid Southwest, particularly Arizona.292

The ARI equivalent for the median 6-hour FFG (Fig. 2f) is at least 100 years, while it is 2–5293

years over much of the state for 1-hour FFG (Fig. 2d), and is even as low as a 1-year ARI across294

the southeast portion of the state. These AI-dependent contrasts suggest, for example, that most295

floods in the Southwest are associated with short-lived rain events, and that for 1- and 6-hour rain296

events of equal rarity in the Southwest, the 1-hour event rates to have greater hydrometeorological297

impact. All the same general findings are also found comparing the ARI framework with the tenth298

percentile FFG thresholds, just with lower ARI equivalent thresholds. The one very prominent299

difference is again in the Middle Atlantic RFC; here, tenth percentile 1-hour FFGs are below the300

1-year ARI across much of their domain (Fig. 2j), while the tenth percentile FFGs in neighboring301

areas largely correspond to 5–10 year ARIs.302

3. Analysis Methodology303

All grids are first regridded if necessary onto the ST4 Hydrologic Rainfall Analysis Project304

(HRAP; Fulton et al. 1998) ∼4 km grid. ST4 and CCPA QPE is already provided on this grid;305

MRMS QPE is regridded onto this grid using a first-order conservative scheme (Ramshaw 1985).306

ARI and FFG thresholds are regridded bilinearly onto this grid. FFRs and FFWs are not grid-307

ded products at all, the former being points in space and the latter polygons in space. FFRs are308

remapped onto the HRAP grid using a 40km radius of influence, projecting a single report onto309

numerous points on the grid. Events are defined for 24-hour 1200–1200 UTC “meteorological310

days”, similar to current operational practice at the Weather Prediction Center and Storm Predic-311

tion Center (e.g. Edwards et al. 2015; NWS 2017a; Herman et al. 2018). As such, despite both312

having 1-minute resolution, an FFR “event” for the purpose of this study is defined as one or more313

reports within 40 km of the point occurring anytime within the meteorological day. An FFW event314
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is similarly defined as any FFW enclosing the given HRAP grid point valid at any time during the315

meteorological day.316

Once this is performed and all fields are assembled on a uniform grid, slight additional quality317

control is performed following Herman and Schumacher (2016) to remove QPEs that are clearly318

non-physical, and then binary comparison between QPE and selected thresholds is made. Com-319

parisons are first made on the ST4 HRAP grid to generate binary exceedance grids. For sub-daily320

AIs, there are multiple grids with valid times falling within a given 1200–1200 UTC period. In321

these instances, the maximum of all grids with the same AI and corresponding meteorological day322

is taken to form a single daily exceedance grid for the series; all subsequent analysis uses these323

aggregated daily grids. In this way, daily grids for sub-daily AIs correspond to one or more of the324

given type of QPE exceedance occurring at that point during the meteorological day, regardless of325

the exact number of exceedances. Tolerance to small spatial displacements is provided by using326

a maximum nearest neighbor upscaling from the HRAP grid to a 0.5◦×0.5◦ grid. For each day,327

all HRAP grid points are mapped to their nearest point on the 0.5◦ grid; at each grid point on this328

coarser grid, an event is recorded if any of their mapped HRAP points indicated an exceedance329

event for that meteorological day. QPEs are only considered for periods centered about the mete-330

orological day, and are not considered for any interval spanning across meteorological days (e.g.331

24-hour 0000-0000 UTC accumulations). Based on data availability, a 2.5 year period of record332

spanning 2 January 2015–23 June 2017 is used for most verification in this study, with slightly333

truncated period beginning 19 March 2015 for MRMS QPE comparisons, again limited by data334

availability.335

After exceedance grids have been computed, they are compared to assess how the characteris-336

tics vary as a function of threshold source, accumulation interval, threshold magnitude, and QPE337

source. Despite the aforementioned limitations of FFRs and FFWs, evaluation is made using338
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each of these sources as a reference truth. Although these are not believed to completely em-339

body “true” occurrences and non-occurrences of flash floods, it is performed in order to provide340

a common framework for comparison between different QPE exceedances. In this framework,341

the reference—either FFRs or FFWs—serves as a deterministic truth, and the QPE exceedances342

serve as deterministic predictions. The analysis framework employed here, namely deterministic343

binary predictions and binary observations, lends itself well to the use of contingency table statis-344

tics (Wilks 2011). Given the number of different thresholds, intervals, and sources considered, it345

is convenient to represent the comparison statistics succinctly in a single plot. One popular way346

to present the full dimensionality of the contingency table verification for many different forecast347

sets in a single plot is through the so-called performance diagram (PD; Roebber 2009). The PD348

succinctly places a forecast set in the context of these verification statistics on one plot, with suc-349

cess ratio (SR) increasing on the x-axis, probability of detection (POD) increasing on the y-axis,350

frequency bias (FB) increasing from 0 at the lower right corner to infinity at the upper left, and351

critical success index (CSI) increasing from 0 at the lower left corner to unity—a perfect score—at352

the upper right. In addition to PDs, spatial maps of CSI are assessed to provide context of where353

correspondence between the QPE exceedances and reference truth are better and worse across354

CONUS. Finally, a single geometric mean equitable threat score (ETS) is computed between the355

comparisons with the two reference datasets, and is so chosen over CSI to alleviate concerns that356

the latter exhibits with varying underlying event frequencies (Gandin and Murphy 1992; Marzban357

1998) and produce a skill metric more independent of the event climatology (e.g. Jolliffe and358

Stephenson 2003). A geometric mean is chosen over a conventional one to more strongly penalize359

lack of correspondence with either observation set.360
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4. Results: Exceedance Climatologies361

Examination of simple exceedance, report, or warning counts, as the case may be, over the pe-362

riod of record in Figure 3 illuminates several interesting contrasts between the datasets. A heat363

map of FFRs over the period (Fig. 3a) illustrate several of the aforementioned limitations of reports364

as representations of true flash floods. The population bias is clearly evident in some regions of365

the country. For example, in Texas, far more reports are observed in the Houston, Dallas, Austin,366

and San Antonio metro areas than in surrounding areas despite them having similar rainfall clima-367

tologies (e.g. Fig. 1). Some of this is likely a legitimate reflection of urban environments flooding368

more easily than rural ones due to land use and other factors, but extracting the component of369

legitimate spatial variation from a population-based reporting bias is challenging. Spatial varia-370

tions attributable to human factors can be discerned as well, with discontinuities in report counts371

across CWA boundaries in places, particularly entering Florida and Michigan and to a lesser extent372

in Georgia and Alabama (Fig. 3a). These political effects from WFO tendencies are even more373

prominent in FFW issuances (Fig. 3b) in those same locations. Additionally, there are several374

local “hot spots”, such as Las Vegas, wherein one WFO issues far more FFWs than its neighbors.375

Again, some of this is certainly meteorological due to different climatological flood susceptibility376

of neighboring CWAs and from limited sampling due to the finite period of record. For example,377

FFWs and especially FFRs (Fig. 3a) are more concentrated in the Southern Plains and Midwest,378

with far fewer events over the Northern Plains and farther west over the Rocky Mountains and379

Pacific Coast. These large-scale spatial variations accord with previous studies of flash flooding380

(e.g. Brooks and Stensrud 2000; Hitchens et al. 2013; Schumacher and Johnson 2006), and are381

likely legitimate rather than an artifact of the datasets. The magnitude of the differences suggest,382

however, that at least some contribution to these local spatial variations across CWA boundaries383
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is political rather than purely hydrometeorological. FT exceedances, in contrast, do not exhibit384

any of these spatial discontinuities at political boundaries. For 1-hour accumulations (e.g. Fig.385

3e), they instead exhibit a prominent, relatively smooth gradient from almost no exceedances of386

1.5 in. hr.−1 occuring over northwestern CONUS, to being extremely common over southeastern387

CONUS near the Gulf Coast. The spatial distribution of events over central and eastern CONUS388

remain similar with increasing AI (cf. Fig. 3e, 3h), but the number of exceedances along the389

Pacific Coast increases dramatically, with almost no exceedances for 1-hour accumulations (e.g.390

Fig. 3e), and as many exceedances as the Gulf Coast for 24-hour accumulations (e.g. Fig. 3h).391

This largely accords with the ARI thresholds, which are similar in these two regions for 24-hour392

thresholds (Herman and Schumacher 2016) and much higher over the Gulf Coast for 1- and 3-hour393

accumulations (Fig. 1).394

Politically-attributable exceedance count discontinuities are also evident in FFG exceedance heat395

maps (Fig. 4), in this case primarily across RFC boundaries. For 1-hour FFGs (Fig. 4a), this is396

most readily apparent with respect to the Middle Atlantic RFC; there are far more exceedances397

in their domain than either their Northeast or Southeast RFC neighbors. For 3- and 6-hour FFGs398

(Fig. 4e,f), a very large discontinuity is seen between the Colorado Basin RFC and its neighbors399

to the north and east, including the Northwest, Missouri Basin, and West Gulf RFCs, with almost400

no exceedances of 3- or 6-hour FFGs in the Colorado Basin domain but numerous exceedances401

immediately adjacent in other RFC domains. These discrepancies are consistent with the FFG402

threshold climatologies (Fig. 2). There are also far fewer total FFG exceedances across CONUS403

than exceedances of the FT thresholds presented in Figure 3, with a prominent exception of 1-404

hour MRMS QPE FFG exceedances in Arizona (Fig. 4a). There is also in general far less spatial405

gradient in exceedance counts of FFG compared with the FT exceedances. In places, such as the406

Southeast and particularly Florida, the anomalously low number of reports (Fig. 3i) and warnings407
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(Fig. 3j) in the area compared with its surroundings is corroborated by a relatively low number of408

FFG exceedances (e.g. Fig. 4d), while in other areas, such as Michigan (e.g. Fig. 4c), it is not.409

Aside from sampling noise associated with using a finite and relatively short period of record,410

ARI threshold exceedance heat maps (Fig. 5) should definitionally be uniform across the entire411

spatial domain. Departures from uniformity must then be attributable to either 1) sampling noise,412

2) inaccurate ARI threshold estimates, or 3) systematic error in the QPE source. Comparison413

across different QPE sources and threshold sources can help identify root causes. Some notable414

spatial variations can be seen—some are consistent across QPE sources, while others are particu-415

lar to one. For example, MRMS QPE (Fig. 5a–b,5e–f) exhibits a glaring anomaly in exceedance416

counts in the West: there are far more ARI exceedances observed in the immediate vicinity of417

radar sites compared with their surroundings. While this is evident for all AIs and across different418

levels of severity, it is especially apparent for shorter intervals (e.g. Fig. 5a,b). This phenomenon,419

which is also seen in the FT (e.g. Fig. 3e) and FFG (e.g. Fig. 4a) exceedances, is consider-420

ably alleviated or even entirely eliminated to the east of the Rocky Mountains. ST4 QPE ARI421

exceedances (Fig. 5c–d,5g–h) exhibit two sharp local maxima far above any other location: one422

in Wyoming and the other in New Mexico. This is especially prominent for the 24-hour AI (Fig.423

5h); it is seen to a lesser extent with MRMS QPE (Fig. 5f) as well. Interestingly, the discontinu-424

ity in FFG exceedance counts across the Colorado Basin RFC boundary is replicated in the ARI425

exceedances—especially prominent in ST4 but evident in all QPE sources. This suggests that the426

discontinuity may be largely attributable to artifacts of the native QPE rather than politically-based427

discontinuities in FFG thresholds. ST4 exceedances at short 1- and 3-hour AIs (e.g. Fig. 5c,d)428

have a substantial reduction in ARI exceedances in the West due to the aforementioned limited pro-429

ductionof 1-hr ST4 QPE in the western RFCs. Lastly, for CCPA QPE (Fig. 5i–j), the maximum430

in Wyoming remains clearly apparent, but the maximum in New Mexico is greatly muted. The431
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consistency of overexceedances in Wyoming suggests that the ARI threshold estimates, which are432

now several decades old, may be too low in this area. That the New Mexico maximum is largely433

removed with the bias correction applied by CCPA suggests that the New Mexico issue may be434

more attributable to deficiencies with ST4 and MRMS QPE in complex terrain, with small areas435

of large radar estimated values unable to be properly corrected due to insufficient gauge data in436

the region.437

5. Results: Flash Flood Correspondence Skill438

PDs for CONUS-wide verification for the complete set of QPE to observation reference compar-439

ison verification in Figure 6 (see also Online Supplement) illustrate that, for a given QPE source,440

AI, and threshold method, a curve sweeps from the top left corner of the PD to the bottom right441

corner with increasing threshold magnitude. The lowest thresholds jointly exhibit a high POD,442

high FB, and low SR, while high thresholds possess the opposite characteristics. The curve is not,443

however, parallel with the curved skill (CSI) lines in the PD, and instead attains a maximum CSI444

for some middle threshold magnitude. Surpisingingly, out of all the different QPE comparisons445

against FFRs (Fig. 6), maximum CSI values are obtained for 2.0 in. (50.8 mm) 6 hr−1, 2.5 in.446

(63.5 mm) day−1, and 3.0 in. (76.2 mm) day−1—all FT threshold sources (warm-colored inte-447

rior symbols). The maximum CSI obtained using ST4 (blue outlined symbols) and CCPA-based448

(green outlined symbols) QPE comparisons exceed that reached using MRMS QPE exceedances449

(red outlined symbols), though the CSI differences are small, with maximum values all around450

0.23. Across the range of threshold comparisons considered, the highest FBs extend over 5, and451

the lowest are well under 0.1; SRs range from 0.1–0.65, and PODs range from almost 0 to near452

0.85. FBs for FFG exceedances are all near or below unity, consistent with the findings of Clark453

et al. (2014) which also found raw FFG to be too stringent and found better correspondence using454
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fractional FFG. For a given threshold method, magnitude, and AI, there are similar common dif-455

ferences between QPE source comparisons. CCPA QPE consistently exhibits a lower FB, higher456

SR, and lower POD than ST4 or MRMS; MRMS usually exhibits the highest FB, highest POD,457

and lowest SR of the three. When compared against FFWs (Fig. 7), the general scatter of QPE458

exceedance verifications in the PD phase space remain the same, but CSIs are generally some-459

what higher and differences in the specifics emerge. Specifically, while the highest CSI values460

are obtained for ST4 and CCPA QPEs with FFRs, correspondence with FFWs is maximized us-461

ing MRMS QPE exceedances. Consistent with using FFRs for truth, the 2.5 in. day−1 threshold462

provides the maximum CSI among the various QPE exceedance comparisons evaluated.463

The PD view also allows for straightforward identification of some flaws and deficiencies in the464

QPE products. For example, as noted above, 3-hour ST4 QPE, which is acquired by summing465

1-hour ST4 QPE, has less quality control and thus more spurious high values than compared with466

6-hour ST4 QPE, which is a separate, independent grid and not necessarily equal to the sum of the467

six 1-hour QPEs that fall within the six hour period. This is evident in Figure 6, for example when468

comparing 3-hour FT exceedances with the same magnitude 6-hour FT exceedances. For the same469

QPE source and period of record, there should necessarily be as many or more exceedances of a470

given precipitation amount occurring over a six hour period than a three hour one. However, the471

orange circle surrounded by blue, denoting ST4 QPE exceedances of 1.5 in. (38.1 mm) 3 hr.−1
472

or higher, has a higher FB than the red circle surrounded by blue, denoting exceedances of the473

same threshold over a six hour period. Other deficiencies and limitations of QPE sources exist on474

a regional basis as well, some of which are discussed below.475

Maps of CSI (Fig. 8) reveal considerable spatial variability in correspondence between different476

QPE exceedances and FFRs. FFWs (Fig. 8g) have much better correspondences with FFRs than477

any QPE threshold exceedance—as evidenced by the black dot of Figure 6—including FFG ex-478
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ceedances (Fig. 8a–f). Highest FFR-FFW CSI is found across much of CONUS east of the Rocky479

Mountains. Exceptions include central North Dakota, southern Florida, and Michigan, where there480

is an overall lack of reports (Fig. 3a). The number of reports is similarly scarce over much of the481

northern Intermountain West, resulting in low CSI scores there as well; in the extreme of no re-482

ports over a grid point, the CSI is necessarily 0, since it is impossible to hit. In the West, scores483

are higher than surrounding areas in southern California and Nevada, where there are both more484

reports (Fig. 3a) and many more warnings (Fig. 3b) than in adjacent locations. FFG exceedances485

all exhibit somewhat similar CSI spatial distributions. 1-hour MRMS QPE exceedances of FFG486

(Fig. 8a) appear to perform the best of the six over the West, particularly in the southern Nevada487

and California vicinity. Correspondence with FFRs is generally highest over the Midwest and488

Southern Great Plains, with maximum correspondence for longer AIs (e.g. 6-hour, Fig. 8c,f) and489

with ST4 QPE providing better correspondence compared with MRMS (cf. Fig. 8b,e). CONUS-490

wide FFG-based CSIs, 0.1–0.2 depending on various choices, are quantitatively consistent with491

past findings over different study periods (Clark et al. 2014).492

Comparing QPE exceedances of FFG (Fig. 8) with a sample of evaluated FT (Fig. 9) and493

ARI (Fig. 10) thresholds yields several interesting findings. Overall, largely because the base494

QPEs are the same and the only difference is the threshold discriminator between flash flood495

and non-event, the spatial character of correspondence between QPE exceedances and FFRs is496

broadly similar for each set of exceedances. MRMS QPE exceedances consistently yield the best497

correspondence with FFRs in the Southwest in southern California and Nevada, and the highest498

CSI appears to be achieved for 1-year 24-hour ARI exceedances (Fig. 10d) in that local area. ST4499

QPE exceedances, particularly for longer AIs such as the 2.5 in. day−1 exceedances (Fig. 9h),500

appear to achieve the highest CSI across the broader Western region. Longer AIs, particularly in501

the ARI framework (Fig. 10), appear to exhibit improved correspondence compared with 1- and502
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3-hour QPEs across central and eastern CONUS as well (cf. Fig. 10i,l). The lower 1-year ARIs503

demonstrate superior correspondence with FFRs across CONUS compared with more extreme504

10-year thresholds, with the one exception of 10-year 1-hour MRMS QPE exceedances, which505

provide optimum correspondence in the aforementioned small region surrounding Las Vegas and506

vicinity (Fig. 9e).507

CSI maps illustrate that conclusions from aggregate nation-scale statistics do not always hold508

when zoomed to regional scales; PDs subsetted to particular regions allow for more quantitative509

analysis across the full spectrum of threshold comparisons. For example, using the region defi-510

nitions of Herman and Schumacher (2018b) shown in Fig. 11, the Northeast (NE; Fig. 12a) and511

Southeast (SE; Fig. 12b) regions exhibit appreciably different verification results to the national512

total. In particular, in both of these regions, ARIs clearly outperform the use of either FT or FFG513

thresholds, and ST4 outperforms MRMS and to a lesser extent CCPA, as evidenced by the blue514

interior and exterior symbols, respectively placed farther towards the upper right corner of each515

panel. However, the exact thresholds that obtain optimal skill vary between the two regions; in516

the NE (Fig. 12a), the 2-year ARI achieves optimum CSI, while in the SE region (Fig. 12b), the517

1-year ARI produces better results, with the 2-year exceedances being negatively biased. More-518

over, while 6-hour AI exceedances produce maximum skill in comparison with FFRs across the519

NE, 24-hour accumulations are more predictive across the SE region. In the SE region, the 1-year520

24-hour ARI exceedances are nearly equally skillful using ST4 and CCPA QPE, but ST4 is pos-521

itively biased while CCPA is negatively biased. In both regions, FFWs correspond very well to522

FFRs, with CSIs of 0.76 and 0.63 in the NE (Fig. 12a) and SE (Fig. 12b) regions, respectively.523

Over the Great Plains regions, NGP (Fig. 13a) and SGP (Fig. 13b), some mixed signals are524

found. In NGP, the 2.5 in. (63.5 mm) day−1 threshold using CCPA QPE attains the highest CSI525

score of all of the QPE threshold exceedance comparisons using FFRs as a reference. However,526
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this scores very similar to 3.0 in. (76.2 mm) day−1 and 2.5 in. (63.5 mm) 6 hr−1 thresholds for527

ST4 QPE, with the 2.5 in. day−1 threshold suffering from too many false alarms. While the 2-year528

ARI produces the best results among the ARI thresholds considered, all ARI comparisons lag the529

best FT CSI values. FFG exceedances, while more competitive than in the eastern regions (Fig.530

12), still lag FT exceedances in NGP (Fig. 13a). In SGP (Fig. 13b), the 1-year 24-hour ARI531

exceedances using CCPA QPE attain the higest CSI of any QPE comparison. 3.5 in. (88.9 mm)532

day−1 with ST4 QPE performs almost equally well—a higher threshold than in NGP owing to the533

wetter precipitation climatology in the region (e.g. Fig. 1). FFG is again somewhat competitive,534

especially for 6-hour accumulations, but lags the other methods.535

The SW region (Fig. 11) displays very different verification characteristics (Fig. 14) to both536

the CONUS-wide perspective and the other individual regions examined above. Correspondence537

between all QPE exceedances and the reference truth are much worse than across the nation as538

a whole with both FFWs (Fig. 14b) and especially FFRs (Fig. 14a) serving as reference. The539

correspondence between the two reference truths is also particularly poor (Fig. 14a), with a CSI540

of only 0.3. The relative verification of the QPE exceedances also contrasts sharply with the541

results of other regions. Unlike over the East and Great Plains, MRMS QPE provides much better542

correspondence with both FFRs and FFWs than ST4 or CCPA QPE. Like in the East (Fig. 12),543

the ARI exceedances demonstrably outperform the FT and FFG exceedances in correspondence544

with both FFRs and FFWs (Fig. 14). But unlike other regions, especially for correspondence with545

FFRs (Fig. 14a), maximum CSI is attained for much shorter 1-hour AIs, and also for much higher546

ARIs, with maximum correspondence for the 10-year 1-hour ARI exceedances. Correspondence547

with FFWs (Fig. 14b) is higher across all comparisons. Furthermore, 3- and 6-hour exceedances548

attain similar CSI scores with 1-hour exceedances, and the highest CSI value is achieved with a549

much lower 2-year ARI. Much of this is attributable to the fact that there are many more—nearly550
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three times as many (Fig. 14a)—FFWs than reports in this region, with a frequency bias of near551

3 (Fig. 14a). Overall, each region exhibits unique verification characteristics, with optimum QPE552

sources, AIs, and threshold levels all varying by region.553

Synthesizing every comparison into a single ETS for each QPE exceedance set (Fig. 15) yields554

concrete quantitative conclusions largely consistent with the CONUS-wide findings discussed555

above. Higher ETSs are found for longer 6-hour and 24-hour AIs for ST4 and MRMS QPE.556

The highest score using a fixed threshold attains a higher ETS than the maximum comparison557

with ARIs, which in turn outperforms the best corresponding FFG exceedance set with the refer-558

ence truths. Overall, despite very different characteristics, when averaged across CONUS, each559

of the three QPE sources evaluated achieved similar overall verification scores, all achieving a560

maximum ETS of almost 0.24. ST4 and MRMS achieved maximum ETS for a 2.5 in. day−1
561

threshold, while CCPA’s maximum ETS was for 2.0 in. 6 hour−1 exceedances. Among ARIs,562

best correspondence was obtained for 1-year 24-hour exceedances for MRMS and ST4 QPEs, and563

1-year 6-hour exceedances for CCPA QPEs.564

6. Summary and Conclusions565

This study performed an expansive comparison using different QPE-based threshold ex-566

ceedances as a proxy for flash flooding, as quantified through flash flood reports and NWS flash567

flood warnings. Comparisons were conducted across CONUS for an evaluation period spanning568

January 2015 through mid June 2017. Many different factors were considered, including the QPE569

accumulation interval, with 1, 3, 6, and 24-hour accumulations evaluated; the QPE source, with570

three leading QPE sources—ST4, MRMS, and CCPA—each compared; and the method for deriv-571

ing local QPE thresholds. In addition to considering FT exceedances, exceedances of ARIs ranging572

from 1–100 years are considered, as well as exceedances of NWS RFC-generated FFG. For each573
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of these binary observation sets, climatologies based on the study period were constructed, and574

skill in correspondence between the threshold exceedances and FFRs and/or FFWs was assessed575

on both national and regional scales. Ultimately, the study investigates the characteristics of the576

high tail of the probability distribution of QPEs, and the relation these QPEs have with observed577

flash flood impacts across CONUS.578

Some of the findings from the study confirm prior knowledge of the hydrometeorological com-579

munity, while in other areas, they introduce surprising and somewhat counterintuitive results. Even580

in the former case, the this study gives concrete, quantitative numbers to some of these differences581

previously known or quantified only qualitatively. The principal findings of this study can be582

summarized as follows:583

• The question of whether a flash flood has occurred is much more involved than a simple binary584

comparison between local QPE and a flash flood threshold. No QPE threshold exceedance585

corresponded well with either FFRs or FFWs.586

• While the aggregate skill statistics across CONUS were similar for each QPE source, signifi-587

cant regional differences emerged, with diminishing correspondence from east to west across588

CONUS. MRMS does outperform ST4 and CCPA in FFR and FFW correspondence in the589

Southwest, while ST4 performs best in the East and CCPA the best over central CONUS. With590

significant regional dependence, identification of existing deficiencies and areas for future prod-591

uct improvements can require regional, rather than purely national, analysis.592

• Each QPE source has recurring deficiencies and biases. ST4 systematically reports heavy593

QPEs too frequently over much of the Intermountain West, but particularly in New Mexico594

and Wyoming, much more than other precipitation climatologies such as ARIs would indicate.595

It also suffers from numerous spurious very large values in its 1-hour QPEs that are not removed596
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during quality control, occurring especially but not exclusively in the West. CCPA corrects for597

many of these issues, but in its linear calibration, resultantly removes many legitimate extreme598

events. It consequently has a much lower frequency bias than either ST4 or MRMS for a given599

QPE threshold set. MRMS also experiences many of the biases observed with ST4 in the West,600

but to a lesser degree. However, it additionally exhibits a strong sensitivity to radar location in601

that region, with many more QPE exceedance events occurring near radar sites compared with602

more distant locations.603

• Regardless of the threshold framework, very high thresholds often employed in extreme rainfall604

studies and analyses are too stringent to provide optimal correspondence with FFRs or FFWs605

owing to too many missed flash flood events. In general, the least severe thresholds examined606

had among the best correspondence with the reference records.607

• Contrary to expectations given the definition of a flash flood, correspondence between QPE608

exceedances and the reference records tended to improve with increased accumulation interval.609

Minimum correspondence was generally obtained for threshold exceedances of 1-hour QPEs,610

and maximum correspondence for 24-hour QPE exceedances. On a regional basis, there were611

exceptions where shorter accumulations provided more skillful predictions, particularly in the612

Arid Southwest.613

• Also surprisingly, FT exceedances provided slightly superior correspondence to FFRs and614

FFWs compared with FFG or ARI exceedances when a uniform threshold method was applied615

across CONUS. Overall, 2.5 in. day−1 provided the best correspondence with FFRs and FFWs616

of any threshold QPE exceedance examined, although 2.0 in. 6 hr−1 and others provided nearly617

equal ETS.618
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• In some regions of CONUS, FFG and/or ARI exceedances outperformed any FT exceedance,619

but the optimal ARI varied between 1- and 5-years, and occasionally higher for certain subre-620

gions, such as Florida and New Mexico.621

• Among ARIs, the 1-year ARI provided the best predictions of FFRs across CONUS. For ST4622

and MRMS, 24-hour accumulations performed best; for CCPA, 6-hour accumulations per-623

formed better. Among FFGs, 6-hour FFGs provided the best correspondence, but agreement624

was appreciably worse than with ARIs, which were in turn worse than the FT exceedances625

when applied uniformly across CONUS.626

• Via their warnings, the NWS is able to add substantial value over automated QPE exceedances627

in projecting where heavy rain will produce reported flash flooding.628

There are several limitations worthy of reemphasizing. Ultimately, this study has examined how629

well different QPE threshold exceedances correspond with flash flood reports (or warnings), and630

not true flash floods. FFRs have numerous non-physical reporting biases, including a tendency to631

underreport flash floods in rural areas and at night. FFR frequency also varies by encoding prac-632

tices of local WFOs, with some preferring to encode as a flood what another office may encode as633

a flash flood. A perfect “truth” does not exist, a fact which also serves as much of the motivation634

for conducting this comparative analysis. Compared with true incidences of flash flooding, FFRs635

likely underrepresent the true flash flooding climatology due to the aforementioned reporting and636

encoding practices. In particular, FFRs likely have few false alarms—most reports are indeed true637

events—but have numerous missed events. As a result, while verification is traditionally treated638

symmetrically, as it is also in this study, there is reason to believe those comparisons when evalu-639

ated against FFRs with frequency biases above unity likely have better correspondence with true640

flash flooding than those with biases below unity for the same CSI or ETS. It may be desirable in641
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future work to incorporate the uncertainty of observations in the evaluation framework, penalizing642

non-hits in densely populated areas more than those in rural ones where “truth” is more uncertain,643

similar to that suggested in Weijs and Van De Giesen (2011) and elsewhere. Relatedly, some of644

the improved correspondence to FFRs illustrated by the FFWs over QPE threshold exceedances is645

likely artificial. WFOs have different proclivities to warn flash floods, and can for example choose646

to not warn storms that are likely to produce unrepported flash flooding, such as those confined647

to highly remote areas. They can also adopt different practices on encoding reports, and adopt648

different verification practices for warned and unwarned events (e.g. Barnes et al. 2007).649

Nevertheless, there are several important implications from this analysis. Several prominent de-650

ficiencies are observed for each QPE source—some deficiencies are found in common between651

data sources, while others are unique to a particular source. In particular, all sources struggle with652

QPEs in the West. ST4 suffers from spurious very high values in areas of complex terrain, par-653

ticularly in its 1-hour QPEs. This is especially prominent in the complex terrain of New Mexico.654

This phenomenon is seen, albeit to a lesser extent, across the rest of CONUS as well. MRMS has655

the same spurious high values over New Mexico, most prominently seen with ARI exceedances.656

While the root issues likely share commonalities with the ST4 deficiencies, MRMS appears to suf-657

fer from another major issue. Across the West, extreme QPEs occur with much larger frequency658

near radar sites compared with more distant locations—surely an artifact of the QPE derivation659

rather than a true spatially varying climatology given the number of sites exhibiting this behavior660

and the extent of correspondence. CCPA alleviates many of these problems, but removes many ex-661

treme events correctly identified by both ST4 and MRMS. This deficiency is prominent across all662

of CONUS. The lack of 1-hour CCPA QPEs also limit its utility in identifying flash flood scenarios663

in the SW and other regions where the best QPE-FFR correspondence was identified for shorter664

accumulation intervals. Developers of QPE products may wish to further investigate some of these665
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identified issues and adopt methods to alleviate them in order to generate more accurate and oper-666

ationally useful products. A number of measures may assist with this, including improved quality667

control, particularly in the West, and statistical corrections tailored specifically for extremes, per-668

haps as a function of radar distance for MRMS, and to counteract the linear corrections made that669

necessarily and undesirably regress towards the climatological mean in the case of CCPA. Lastly,670

the verification in this study was limited to daily 1200–1200 UTC timescales. While this does not671

directly harm the verification performance of shorter AI exceedances compared with longer ones,672

the verification framework does not account for the fact that shorter AI QPE exceedances may pro-673

vide additional information about the timing of flash flooding that the longer AI QPE exceedances674

cannot. Flash flood timing can be an important component of flash flood analysis, and gives the675

shorter AI QPE exceedances an advantage unaccounted for in this study’s verification framework.676

The analysis also lends some insight into current deficiencies with the ARIs. For example,677

there being nearly an order of magnitude more ARI exceedances in all three QPE sources over678

Wyoming and to a lesser extent in Montana, when ostensibly they should be the same everywhere679

over an infinitely long period of record, indicates that the ARI threshold estimates from the old680

NOAA Atlas 2 are likely too low in this region. Many of these places are very rural—and even681

moreso prior to Miller et al. (1973)—and the threshold estimates were likely inaccurate and highly682

uncertain in these areas at the time the threshold estimates were derived due to lack of sufficient683

robust observational data in these areas. It is expected that updated estimates through the NOAA684

Atlas 14 project will likely increase over the prior NOAA Atlas 2 estimates in these areas. In685

contrast, CCPA did not exhibit the high bias in New Mexico seen with MRMS and ST4 QPEs and686

were also seen for other thresholds sources, suggesting that the issues encountered in that region687

are more likely attributable to QPE limitations in those two sources rather than a fundamental ARI688

threshold estimate issue in this area.689
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The low frequency biases observed comparing FFG exceedances with FFRs seen across much of690

CONUS suggests that FFGs may be too high in many situations. It may be advisable to consider691

FFG calculation practices and evaluate whether any revisions can be made to increase spatial ho-692

mogeneity across RFC boundaries and lower thresholds when appropriate to improve bias charac-693

teristics with respect to reported flash floods, similar to recommendations made in recent decades694

(Sweeney 1992; Carpenter et al. 1999). The findings of this study also raise implications about695

operational flash flood forecasting across a range of time scales. On longer time scales for ex-696

ample, the Weather Prediction Center issues Excessive Rainfall Outlooks providing probabilistic697

guidance across CONUS for the current day out to two days ahead that sufficiently heavy rainfall698

will occur to produce flash flooding. Currently, forecast probabilities are defined with respect to699

exceedances of FFG. This provides a concrete framework for evaluating their outlooks and avoids700

many of the pitfalls associated with directly using FFRs or similar observational sources. The701

findings of this study suggest that, contrary to conventional wisdom, the product may have more702

utility in relating directly to precipitation impacts if instead one defines the outlook with respect703

to longer accumulation intervals, such as 6 or 24 hour QPE exceedances compared with the 1- and704

3-hour FFG exceedances used in operations, and perhaps even using a homogeneous threshold,705

such as 2.5 in. (63.5 mm) day−1. At shorter time scales, the findings further suggest that in as-706

sessing flash flood potential from a warning perspective, operational forecasters may wish to rely707

more heavily on one QPE source than another depending on their location. In the East, forecasters708

may wish to employ ST4 QPE more heavily, while relying more on MRMS QPE in the West and709

CCPA QPE across the Great Plains. Lastly, the findings shed insight into how QPF verification710

(e.g. Herman and Schumacher 2016) and heavy precipitation forecast product development (e.g.711

Herman and Schumacher 2018b,a) may be conducted to be more physically relevant towards the712

impacts of heavy rainfall.713
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New flash flood analysis tools such as those described in Gourley et al. (2017), which use hydro-714

logic models to provide additional insights, are becoming available in forecast operations. These715

tools have the potential to instill hydrometeorological insights beyond what can be gleaned from a716

simple inspection of QPE with respect to a threshold or thresholds. However, even in this frame-717

work, hydrologic guidance is only useful to the extent that its QPE input is accurate. It is hoped718

that the findings from this study helped to identify specific issues and areas the QPE products719

can be improved to alleviate recurring errors and biases, resulting in more representative outputs720

from analysis tools based on QPEs. In the meantime, knowledge and quantification of these defi-721

ciencies can improve human interpretation of derived analysis products by increasing (decreasing)722

confidence in areas that QPE is (not) skillful and damping (raising) perceived risk in areas that723

systematically have QPEs that are too high (low).724

More investigation is required to further validate and constrain these findings. In addition, this725

work has not attempted to combine information from different sources to provide better corre-726

spondence between QPE exceedances and flash flood observations. Future work should examine727

these joint distributions to ascertain whether the full suite of QPE information can be used more728

effectively for flash flood forecasting and analysis. This study also did not attempt to recalibrate729

QPEs with the specific focus of removing apparent systematic biases and improving their overall730

accuracy in heavy precipitation scenarios. Producing a CCPA-like correction to ST4 QPE, but731

employing different methodology geared towards the tail of the QPE distribution rather than the732

entire distribution would likely be a worthwhile and fruitful endeavor.733
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APPENDIX A742

Table of Acronyms Used743

APPENDIX B744

Handling of Missing ARI Threshold Estimates745

In NOAA Atlas 14, a generalized extreme value distribution is fit to an annual maximum series for746

each duration independently; the results are related to the extent that the underlying data are the747

same (e.g. a 3-hour accumulation is comprised of 1-hour accumulations), but ARI thresholds for748

different AIs are not directly computed in tandem (e.g. Bonnin et al. 2004). Here however, where749

Atlas 14 estimates have not yet been officially generated and the original underlying data had in-750

sufficient temporal resolution, a relationship must be derived between the threshold estimates that751

are available and the desired, unknown thresholds at shorter durations. Accordingly, an analytic752

equation is derived to relate the 6-hour and 24-hour thresholds for a given ARI to 3- and 1-hour753

estimates. The formula is composed of two components. One term is designed to exactly obey754

desired mathematical properties; the second, tunable term alters the formula to match the known755

relationships—where Atlas 14 estimates are available for all AIs—as well as possible whilst obey-756

ing the mathematical properties to the extent possible. Desired mathematical properties include:757
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1) threshold estimates go to zero in the limit as AI goes to zero; 2) threshold estimates go to in-758

finity in the limit as AI goes to infinity; 3) the formula is valid for any positive AI; 4) the rate759

of change of threshold magnitude with increasing AI decreases with increasing AI; 5) when the760

ratio of known threshold estimates for two different AIs is exactly equal the ratio of those AIs,761

the threshold estimate for an AI with an equal ratio with one of the AIs with a known threshold762

should exactly preserve the same ratio with the threshold estimate corresponding to that AI (e.g. if763

a 6-hour estimate is 10 and 24-hour estimate is 20, a 1.5-hour estimate should be 5); 6) using the764

formula to derive thresholds for one of the two known AIs being used returns those same threshold765

estimates; 7) the formula is reversible: it can be used to derive a third “known” estimate, and the766

use of any two can then be used to exactly recover the third; and 8) an arbitrary number of interme-767

diate threshold estimates can be derived without altering the estimate for a given AI (e.g. deriving768

a 3-hour estimate from 6-hour and 24-hour estimates, and then using 3- and 6-hour estimates to769

derive a 1-hour estimate will produce the same result as deriving 1-hour estimates from the 6- and770

24-hour values). It can be easily shown that for shorter AI S and longer AI L with known threshold771

estimates ΘS and ΘL, an equation for deriving an unknown estimate ΘN for AI N that satisfies all772

of these properties is:773

ΘN = ΘS

((
ΘL

ΘS

)log L
S
( S

N )
)−1

(B1)

The tunable term is constructed as:774

(
log L

S

(√
SN

S
√

SL
L

)
−1

)
log L

S

(
S
N

)
α (B2)

for tunable parameter α . That term is further decomposed into:775

α = β

(
ΘS

ΘS

)κS
(

ΘL

ΘL

)κL

(B3)
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Tuning in areas where Atlas 14 estimates are available and thus “truth” is known yielded:776

β =
4
3
(1− log10 ARI) ;κS = 1.7;κL = 0.6 (B4)
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1-Hour 3-Hour 6-Hour 24-hour

MRMS FT,ARI,FFG FT,ARI,FFG FT,ARI,FFG FT,ARI

ST4 FT,ARI,FFG FT,ARI,FFG FT,ARI,FFG FT,ARI

CCPA FT,ARI FT,ARI

TABLE 1. Threshold sources examined as a function of AI and QPE source, using the symbology of the

manuscript text.
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1” 1.5” 2” 2.5” 3” 3.5” 4” 5” 6”

1-Hour X X X X X X X

3-Hour X X X X X X X

6-Hour X X X X X X X

24-Hour X X X X X X X

TABLE 2. FT thresholds examined as a function of AI. ‘X’ indicates that the given threshold, AI combination

is examined.
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Acronym Full Name

AI Accumulation interval
ARI Average recurrence interval

CCPA Climatology Calibrated Precipitation Analysis
CSI Critical success index

CWA County warning area
ETS Equitable threat score
FB Frequency bias

FFG Flash flood guidance
FFR Flash flood report
FFW Flash flood warning
FT Fixed threshold
GIS Geographic information system

HRAP Hydrologic Rainfall Analysis Project
IEM Iowa Environmental Mesonet
LSR Local storm report

MRMS Multi-Radar Multi-Sensor QPE Analysis
PD Performance diagram

POD Probability of detection
QPE Quantitative precipitation estimate
RFC River forecast center
SR Success ratio
ST4 Stage IV Precipitation Analysis

WFO Weather forecast office
Table A1. List of all acronyms used in this study (other than common agency names) and their spelled out

meanings.
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1- and 3-hour ARIs; panels (c) and (d) are the same as (a) and (b), respectively, except for986

from ST4 QPE. Panels (e) and (f) illustrate MRMS QPE exceedances of the 1-year ARI for987

6- and 24-hour accumulations, respectively; (g) and (h) show ST4 exceedances and (i) and988

(j) CCPA, both respectively for 6- and 24-hour accumulations. Symbology otherwise as in989

Figure 3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55990

Fig. 6. Performance Diagrams as per Roebber (2009) evaluated over the entire period of record991

and across all of CONUS. Verification made with respect to FFRs for many different QPE992

threshold exceedances. The symbol shape corresponds to the threshold magnitude, as indi-993

cated in the top table of the panel legend. All FFG exceedances use a circular symbol. The994

inner color to each symbol indicates the accumulation interval associated with the compari-995

son, as indicated in the middle table of the figure legend. Outer edge colors indicate the QPE996

source of the marker, with blue corresponding to ST4, green to CCPA, and red to MRMS997

as indicated at the bottom of the figure legend. The black circle depicts the verification of998

FFWs with respect to FFRs. Further description to aid with interpretation of PDs is included999

in the manuscript text. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 561000

Fig. 7. Same as Figure 6, except for using FFWs as reference “truth”. . . . . . . . . . 571001

Fig. 8. CONUS-wide maps of CSI for comparisons between several sources with FFRs used as1002

reference for “truth”. Panels (a)–(f) correspond to exceedances of FFG based on MRMS1003

(panels (a)–(c)) and ST4 (panels (d)–(f)) QPE for 1-hour, 3-hour, and 6-hour FFGs in panels1004

(a) and (d), (b) and (e), and (c) and (f), respectively. Panel (g) depicts correspondence be-1005

49



tween NWS FFWs and FFRs over the period of record, again based on CSI. The top number1006

in the bottom right of each panel shows the CSI for the corresponding threshold comparison1007

when all observations contribute to a single set of hits, misses, and false alarms. The bottom1008

number instead shows aggregate performance when the aggregate scores over the period of1009

record are calculated individually for each grid point, and then averaged between all grid1010

points. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 581011

Fig. 9. Maps of CSI for comparisons between several QPE FT exceedances with FFRs used as refer-1012

ence for “truth”. The top row (panels (a)–(d)) correspond to MRMS-based FT exceedances,1013

the center row (panels (e)–(h)) depicts ST4-based FT exceedances, and the bottom row (pan-1014

els (i)–(j)) compares CCPA-based FT exceedances with FFRs. Columns from left to right1015

correspond to 1-, 3-, 6-, and 24-hour precipitation accumulations and 1.5, 2.0, 2.0, and 2.51016

in. (38, 51, 51, 64 mm). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 591017

Fig. 10. Maps of CSI for comparisons between several QPE ARI exceedances with FFRs used as1018

reference for “truth”. The top two rows correspond to MRMS-based ARI exceedances, the1019

bottom row depicts CCPA-based ARI exceedances, and the remaining two rows are asso-1020

ciated with ST4-based ARI exceedances. Panels (a)–(d), (i)–(l), and (q)–(r) correspond to1021

1-year ARI exceedances, while (e)–(h), (m)–(p), and (s)–(t) are for 10-year exceedances.1022

Columns from left to right correspond to 1-, 3-, 6-, and 24-hour precipitation accumula-1023

tions, except for panels (q) and (r), which correspond to 6- and 24-hour accumulations,1024

respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 601025

Fig. 11. Map depicting the regional partitioning of CONUS used in this study, and the labels ascribed1026

to each region. Adapted from Herman and Schumacher (2018b). . . . . . . . . . 611027

Fig. 12. Same as Figure 6, but with verification restricted to the NE region (panel (a)), and SE region1028

(panel (b)), with region definitions as depicted in Figure 11. . . . . . . . . . . 621029

Fig. 13. Same as Figure 6, but with verification restricted to the NGP region (panel (a)), and SGP1030

region (panel (b)), with region definitions as depicted in Figure 11. . . . . . . . . 631031

Fig. 14. Same as Figure 6 (panel a) and 7 (panel b), but with verification restricted to the SW region1032

as defined in Figure 11. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 641033

Fig. 15. Mean Equitable Threat Scores for each QPE exceedance method compared against both1034

FFRs and FFWs, calculated as described in the manuscript text. Panels (a)–(c) depict scores1035

for FT QPE exceedance verifications for the MRMS, ST4, and CCPA QPE sources, respec-1036

tively. Like accumulation intervals are organized by column, while thresholds are organized1037

by row. For panels (a) and (b), the top number of each row label corresponds to the threshold1038

for the 1-hour QPE exceedances, the middle number applies to the 3- and 6-hour accumula-1039

tion comparisons, and the bottom number to the 24-hour QPEs. In panel (c), the top number1040

corresponds to 6-hour QPEs and the bottom number to 24-hour QPEs. Panels (d)–(f) depict1041

scores for QPE exceedances of ARI thresholds again respectively for the MRMS, ST4, and1042

CCPA sources. Rows of these tables have a common ARI value, labeled in years; columns1043

are again organized by accumulation interval. Panel (g) shows scores for FFG exceedances,1044

with 1-, 3-, and 6-hour FFGs in the leftmost, center, and right columns, respectively, and1045

comparisons with MRMS and ST4 QPEs respectively in the top and bottom rows. . . . . 651046
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FIG. 1. ARI threshold estimates for 1- (left column) and 3-hour (right column) precipitation accumulations

for 1-, 2-, 5-, 10-, 25-, 50-, and 100-year ARIs in panels (a)–(b), (c)–(d), (e)–(f), (g)–(h), (i)–(j), (k)–(l), and

(m)–(n), respectively. Threshold estimates come primarily from NOAA Atlas 14, but are supplemented from

other sources as described in the text.
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FIG. 2. Median (panels (a)–(f)) and tenth percentile (panels (g)–(l)) FFG estimates over the 2.5 year period

of record. The left column (panels a,d,g,j) corresponds to 1-hour FFG values, center column (panels b,e,h,k)

to 3-hour FFGs, and right column (panels c,f,i,l) to 6-hour FFGs. Panels (a)–(c) and (g)–(i) correspond to the

actual threshold estimates, while (d)–(f) and (j)–(l) correspond to the equivalent ARIs to those thresholds for the

particular grid point.
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FIG. 5. Heat maps for ARI exceedances for different ARIs, AIs, and QPE sources across the period of record.

Panels (a) and (b) correspond respectively to MRMS QPE exccedances of 1-year 1- and 3-hour ARIs; panels (c)

and (d) are the same as (a) and (b), respectively, except for from ST4 QPE. Panels (e) and (f) illustrate MRMS

QPE exceedances of the 1-year ARI for 6- and 24-hour accumulations, respectively; (g) and (h) show ST4

exceedances and (i) and (j) CCPA, both respectively for 6- and 24-hour accumulations. Symbology otherwise

as in Figure 3.
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FIG. 6. Performance Diagrams as per Roebber (2009) evaluated over the entire period of record and across

all of CONUS. Verification made with respect to FFRs for many different QPE threshold exceedances. The

symbol shape corresponds to the threshold magnitude, as indicated in the top table of the panel legend. All

FFG exceedances use a circular symbol. The inner color to each symbol indicates the accumulation interval

associated with the comparison, as indicated in the middle table of the figure legend. Outer edge colors indicate

the QPE source of the marker, with blue corresponding to ST4, green to CCPA, and red to MRMS as indicated at

the bottom of the figure legend. The black circle depicts the verification of FFWs with respect to FFRs. Further

description to aid with interpretation of PDs is included in the manuscript text.
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FIG. 7. Same as Figure 6, except for using FFWs as reference “truth”.
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FIG. 8. CONUS-wide maps of CSI for comparisons between several sources with FFRs used as reference

for “truth”. Panels (a)–(f) correspond to exceedances of FFG based on MRMS (panels (a)–(c)) and ST4 (panels

(d)–(f)) QPE for 1-hour, 3-hour, and 6-hour FFGs in panels (a) and (d), (b) and (e), and (c) and (f), respectively.

Panel (g) depicts correspondence between NWS FFWs and FFRs over the period of record, again based on CSI.

The top number in the bottom right of each panel shows the CSI for the corresponding threshold comparison

when all observations contribute to a single set of hits, misses, and false alarms. The bottom number instead

shows aggregate performance when the aggregate scores over the period of record are calculated individually

for each grid point, and then averaged between all grid points.
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FIG. 9. Maps of CSI for comparisons between several QPE FT exceedances with FFRs used as reference

for “truth”. The top row (panels (a)–(d)) correspond to MRMS-based FT exceedances, the center row (pan-

els (e)–(h)) depicts ST4-based FT exceedances, and the bottom row (panels (i)–(j)) compares CCPA-based FT

exceedances with FFRs. Columns from left to right correspond to 1-, 3-, 6-, and 24-hour precipitation accumu-

lations and 1.5, 2.0, 2.0, and 2.5 in. (38, 51, 51, 64 mm).
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FIG. 10. Maps of CSI for comparisons between several QPE ARI exceedances with FFRs used as reference

for “truth”. The top two rows correspond to MRMS-based ARI exceedances, the bottom row depicts CCPA-

based ARI exceedances, and the remaining two rows are associated with ST4-based ARI exceedances. Panels

(a)–(d), (i)–(l), and (q)–(r) correspond to 1-year ARI exceedances, while (e)–(h), (m)–(p), and (s)–(t) are for 10-

year exceedances. Columns from left to right correspond to 1-, 3-, 6-, and 24-hour precipitation accumulations,

except for panels (q) and (r), which correspond to 6- and 24-hour accumulations, respectively.
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FIG. 11. Map depicting the regional partitioning of CONUS used in this study, and the labels ascribed to each

region. Adapted from Herman and Schumacher (2018b).
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FIG. 12. Same as Figure 6, but with verification restricted to the NE region (panel (a)), and SE region (panel

(b)), with region definitions as depicted in Figure 11.
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FIG. 13. Same as Figure 6, but with verification restricted to the NGP region (panel (a)), and SGP region

(panel (b)), with region definitions as depicted in Figure 11.
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FIG. 14. Same as Figure 6 (panel a) and 7 (panel b), but with verification restricted to the SW region as

defined in Figure 11.
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FIG. 15. Mean Equitable Threat Scores for each QPE exceedance method compared against both FFRs and

FFWs, calculated as described in the manuscript text. Panels (a)–(c) depict scores for FT QPE exceedance

verifications for the MRMS, ST4, and CCPA QPE sources, respectively. Like accumulation intervals are orga-

nized by column, while thresholds are organized by row. For panels (a) and (b), the top number of each row

label corresponds to the threshold for the 1-hour QPE exceedances, the middle number applies to the 3- and

6-hour accumulation comparisons, and the bottom number to the 24-hour QPEs. In panel (c), the top number

corresponds to 6-hour QPEs and the bottom number to 24-hour QPEs. Panels (d)–(f) depict scores for QPE

exceedances of ARI thresholds again respectively for the MRMS, ST4, and CCPA sources. Rows of these tables

have a common ARI value, labeled in years; columns are again organized by accumulation interval. Panel (g)

shows scores for FFG exceedances, with 1-, 3-, and 6-hour FFGs in the leftmost, center, and right columns,

respectively, and comparisons with MRMS and ST4 QPEs respectively in the top and bottom rows.
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